Let the ART awaken your senses. Splashing onto the Denver scene, this luxury hotel creates an experience. Not a place. Art-curated accommodations and heartfelt service give rise to a new kind of masterpiece. Introducing the ART, a hotel—experiential, intimate, refined.

A mixed media of life and art. Think museum-meets-carpe-diem.
LIFE IS SHORT, ART IS LONG.
In the HEART of Denver’s Museum District.

**DENVER ART MUSEUM**
Angled design

Angled glass nods to the Denver Art Museum’s Hamilton Building, designed by Daniel Libeskind.

**CENTRAL LIBRARY**
Halo Façade

Large square windows capture the post-modern geometries of Michael Graves’ expansion to the Denver Public Library while 18 “portals” frame the skyline in tribute to Gio Ponti’s North Building.

**HISTORY COLORADO CENTER**
Limestone Exterior

Stone captures the north and south ends of the ART as a grounded expression to David Tryba’s History Colorado Center.

**MUSEUM RESIDENCES**
Window Glass

Frosted windows echo the Museum Residences, designed by Daniel Libeskind.

**BROADWAY (URBAN DESIGN)**
Office Façade

As one of Denver’s major historical arteries, the base of the ART reflects the vibrancy of the city as it engages the streetscape and accepts its weary travelers.
The lobby transformed. Step inside our gallery.

A grand entrance, indeed. Be welcomed by Leo Villareal’s undulating, 22,000-light art installation—and by a thoughtful valet. Then, step inside the Portico Gallery to relax, converse and wonder at pieces gathered by longtime Denver Art Museum curator Dianne Vanderlip. Speaking of curated, so will be your every experience at the ART, from fine cuisine and contemporary accommodations to masterfully personalized service.
Next, you’ll head upstairs to the Welcome Gallery for a seamless and personalized check-in—and to check out additional works by Ed Ruscha, Nancy Rubins, Deborah Butterfield and Kiki Smith. Here, you can soak up city views on the expansive terrace, as well as the ART’s sophisticated, yet relaxed atmosphere. Intimate and authentic. A refined palette of memory-making moments customized to each guest—whether on business or pleasure.
Easy on the eyes, open or shut.

At the ART, our passion for the experiential influences every moment of your visit, whether awake or asleep. At work or play. From classic guest rooms to spacious suites, accommodations balance contemporary design with natural beauty and supreme comfort: Floor-to-ceiling views of Denver and the Rocky Mountains. Commissioned, cutting-edge art. Illy Duo Espresso and Coffee Makers. Complimentary Wi-Fi. Double vanities and Italian marble bathrooms. At the ART, style and substance are inseparable.
Modern presentation. Classic technique. Refined flavors conjured from fresh, local ingredients. This is the artistic vision behind FIRE Restaurant, Lounge and Terrace. Mingle with colleagues or meet your special someone for a meal, cocktails or after-dinner drinks on the terrace, gathered around a mesmerizing fire feature. Or gaze at the cityscape and mountains through walls of glass, cozily inside, where intriguing chandeliers and kinetic sculptures are sure to spark conversation.

Our renowned chef captures the New American spirit.
Andy Warhol, that rare blend of critical and commercial success, said it best: “Being good in business is the most fascinating kind of art.” Channeling that artful practicality, the ART is committed to creating success, innovation and memorability for every business event. The ART’s 4,100 square feet of meeting space can flex from intimate gatherings to corporate retreats for up to 170 guests. Venues include the latest in audio/visual technology, and your meeting will be enhanced by on-site technical help, business services, complimentary Wi-Fi, and a dedicated meeting planner ready to coordinate your accommodations and meeting needs.
Special occasions
with signature style.

The ART’s luxurious setting is tailor-made for significant occasions, whether an elegant gala, company party or anniversary, birthday or coming-of-age celebration. Contemporary décor and finely curated art create the ultimate sophisticated, captivating backdrop. Our dedicated planning team will help you create a legendary affair in every venue—whether the high-energy restaurant, refined ballroom, open-air terrace with cabanas and fire features, private dining room or boardroom with patio and panoramic city views.
Every wedding is both a love story’s culmination—and fresh beginning. Write the next chapter of your story in a setting equally committed to the beautiful, profound and lasting. Exchange your vows on the open-air terrace, overlooking Broadway’s city views. Sip post-wedding cocktails in the foyer, dazzling with floor-to-ceiling windows and breathtaking art. Dine and dance the night away in the ART’s 3,145-square-foot ballroom. And thrill your out-of-town guests with the perks of a destination wedding: Our culturally rich location lets them walk to some of Denver’s best attractions.
Surrounded by the city’s most iconic cultural and architectural landmarks, the ART hotel enjoys a privileged location in Denver’s Golden Triangle. We seek to add another layer to this rich environment by presenting a curated collection of original works of art that celebrate the creative spirit of 20th and 21st century artists from around the world.

The collection on view at the ART was chosen to provide our guests with unique and unexpected opportunities to enjoy works of art in a luxurious and sophisticated, yet casual environment. Certain pieces, such as Leo Villareal’s magical work in the porte-cochère and Larry Bell’s installation of LIGHT KNOTS in the ART restaurant FIRE, were commissioned especially for the ART. Others were acquired from artists as far-flung as Dusseldorf, London, New York, Vietnam, Los Angeles and, of course, Denver, Colorado.

Playful, serious, advanced and traditional, we hope everyone will find his or her own favorite work of art.

Artists include:

JOHN BALDESSARI  LUIS JIMENEZ  ROB REYNOLDS
LARRY BELL  VANCE KIRKLAND  CLARK RICHERT
PHIL BENDER  LARS KREMER  NANCY RUBINS
DEBORAH BUTTERFIELD  SEAN LANDERS  THOMAS RUFF
JIM DINE  DHINH G. LÊ  ED RUSCHA
MARY EHRRIN  OLIVER MICHAELS  KIKI SMITH
TRACEY EMIN  SOL LEWITT  CLIFFORD STILL
SUZIE FELIX  STEVE MICHAELS  MICKALENE THOMAS
SAM FRANCIS  SARAH MORRIS  COOJIE VAN BRUGGEN
FRANK GEHRY  ODILI DONALD ODITA  LEO VILLAREAL
ALLAN HOUSER  CLAES OLDENBERG  BETTY WOODMAN

SOL LEWITT
(1928-2007), b. Hartford, Connecticut
WALL DRAWING #397, 1983
COLLAGE, 2006
Giclee print on archival paper

NANCY RUBINS
b. 1952, Naples, Texas

INDUSTRIAL STRENGTH SLEEP, 2007
Merino wool, cotton, and Trevira CS tapestry

ED RUSCHA
b. 1937, Omaha, Nebraska
SEAN LANDERS
b. 1962, Palmer, Massachusetts

SOME CHOOSE TO BELIEVE IT, 2013
Oil on linen

VANCE KIRKLAND
(1904–1981), b. Convoy, Ohio

ENIGMA OF MAGNETIC FORCES, 1976
Oil paint and water on linen
If your day involves business, take a short stroll over to Denver's financial district or the Colorado Convention Center. Politics? Quicken your pulse before you even get there with a short walk to city hall, the state capitol, judicial center or courthouse. But if a cultured urban getaway is more your style, meander through our incomparable mix of nearby museums, the vast Central Library, the Denver Mint, the historic Byers-Evans House or lovely Civic Center Park, where you might catch a concert or festival. Or just soak up the sun on one of our 300+ blue-sky, Colorado days every year.
“Art enables us to find ourselves and lose ourselves at the same time.”  

THOMAS MERTON